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Extremal black holes tend to expel magnetic and electric fields. Fields are unable to reach the horizon
because the length of the black hole throat blows up in the extremal limit. The length of the throat is related
to the amount of entanglement between modes on either side of the horizon. So it is natural to try to relate
the black hole Meissner effect to entanglement. We derive the black hole Meissner effect directly from
the low temperature limit of two-point functions in the Hartle-Hawking vacuum. Then we discuss several
new examples of the black hole Meissner effect, its applications to astrophysics, and its relationship to
gauge invariance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The prototypical example of the black hole Meissner
effect was found 40 years ago. If a Kerr black hole is
immersed in a uniform magnetic field aligned with its spin
axis, and spun up to its extremal limit, then the flux of the
field through any patch of the horizon drops to zero [1,2].
Reissner-Nördstrom [3], Kerr-Newman [4–7], and string
theory black holes [8] all show the same behavior. Electric
fields are also expelled [9,10].
The effect is reminiscent of the Meissner effect of

superconductors. Superconductors expel magnetic fields
as they are cooled. Extremal black holes have vanishing
Hawking temperature, so black holes also tend to expel
magnetic fields as they are cooled.
This has generated interest for its astrophysical appli-

cations. The standard model of black hole jets [11] requires
magnetic fields threading the horizon [12]. The fields
torque the horizon and extract its rotational energy (accord-
ing to the membrane paradigm [13,14]). So if the Meissner
effect expels the field, then the jets will be quenched
[12,15–17]. There are field geometries which evade the
Meissner effect and may power jets from extremal black
holes [2,12,18].
We would like to understand the origin of the black hole

Meissner effect. The geometrical explanation is based on
the fact that extremal black holes have infinitely long
throats [12,13]. The proper spacelike distance between the
horizon and points outside the horizon becomes infinite
in the extremal limit. The electric and magnetic fields of
localized sources fall off with distance. So if stationary,
localized charges and currents are placed outside the
horizon, then the fields will vanish at the horizon in the
extremal limit. (The distance to the horizon remains
finite in timelike directions, so infalling observers can

cross the horizon in finite proper time [19].) This is the
Meissner effect.
The length of the throat is related to the entanglement

between modes on either side of the horizon. For example,
consider a scalar field with mass m. The two-point
correlation function for spacelike separations is

hϕðxÞϕðx0Þi ∼ e−mL; ð1Þ

where L is the length of the shortest geodesic connecting
x and x0, and we have assumed m ≫ 1=L. One usually
views the metric as fundamental and uses Eq. (1) to
compute correlations. Correlations fall off with distance.
However, sometimes the opposite perspective is useful.
For example, black holes in anti–de Sitter (AdS) space are
related to entangled states of conformal field theories
(CFTs) in one less dimension [20]. One can use Eq. (1)
to compute the length of the emergent dimension from the
entanglement of the CFTs (e.g., [21–27]). Unentangling
the CFTs causes the length of the emergent dimension to
grow. Even in spacetimes which are not described by the
AdS/CFT correspondence, there are close relationships
between geometry and entanglement. So it is natural to
try to understand the relationship between the black hole
Meissner effect and entanglement.
Our main result is to derive the black hole Meissner

effect directly from the properties of the Hartle-Hawking
vacuum [28,29]. Correlators in this vacuum satisfy a Kubo-
Martin-Schwinger (KMS) condition [30–32] which implies
that modes on either side of the horizon become unen-
tangled at low Hawking-Unruh temperatures. This makes it
impossible for charges and currents in the exterior to create
flux on the horizon. This gives the black hole Meissner
effect. This approach to the problem clarifies why the
Meissner effect appears at low Hawking-Unruh temper-
atures. It also clarifies why the effect is a universal feature
of extremal black holes, and it connects the effect to similar
features of Rindler and de Sitter horizons.*rpenna@mit.edu
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Given the similarities between the black hole Meissner
effect and the ordinary Meissner effect of superconductors,
it is tempting to try to find a common underlying cause. The
ordinary Meissner effect is caused by gauge symmetry
breaking. The electromagnetic field inside the supercon-
ductor acquires a mass and it becomes energetically
favorable for the field to be expelled. Black hole horizons
break gauge invariance in a certain sense [33–36].
However, as we discuss in Sec. III, the role this plays in
the black hole Meissner effect appears to be the reverse of
the role it plays in the ordinary Meissner effect.
The ordinary Meissner effect may be described phe-

nomenologically using London’s equation. Chamblin et al.
[8] defined a current on black hole horizons and showed
that it obeys a version of London’s equation. The horizon’s
“London penetration depth” can remain nonzero in the
extremal limit, but horizons have zero thickness, so it is
not entirely clear from this perspective why the field should
be expelled.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we derive

the black hole Meissner effect from the KMS property of
the Hartle-Hawking vacuum. In Sec. III, we discuss new
examples of the black hole Meissner effect, its applications
to astrophysics, and its relationship to gauge invariance. We
summarize and conclude in Sec. IV.

II. BLACK HOLE MEISSNER EFFECT
FROM ENTANGLEMENT

A. Hartle-Hawking vacuum

Consider a stationary spacetime with Killing vector ξ and
bifurcate Killing horizon H ¼ H−∪Hþ. The Killing hori-
zon divides spacetime into four regions (see Fig. 1). For
example, for the eternal Schwarzschild black hole, regions I
and II are the right and left exterior regions, region III is the
black hole interior, and region IV is the white hole interior.
A black hole formed from stellar collapse does not have
regions II and IV but including them makes it easier to
describe the vacuum.

Assume fields are in the Hartle-Hawking vacuum state
[28,29]. This vacuum does not always exist [37]. For
example, there is no Hartle-Hawking vacuum for asymp-
totically flat Kerr black holes [38]. However, it is possible
to arrange the Hartle-Hawking vacuum in this case by
surrounding the black hole with a mirror [39,40]. Black
holes formed from stellar collapse will not be in the Hartle-
Hawking state, but consider it as a toy model for the true
vacuum.
In this state, a stationary observer in region I perceives a

thermal bath of Hawking-Unruh particles with inverse
temperature β ¼ 2πjξj=κ, where κ is the surface gravity
of the horizon. The extremal limit is β → ∞. For a Kerr
black hole, this is the limit of extremal spin.
Consider a free Maxwell field on this spacetime. Let

Aμðt; xÞ be the vector potential in region I and let ~Aμðt; xÞ be
the vector potential in region II. In the Hartle-Hawking state,
jΨi, they are related by a shift in imaginary time [32,41]:

~A†
μðt; xÞjΨi ¼ Aμðtþ iβðxÞ=2; xÞjΨi; ð2Þ

hΨj ~A†
μðt; xÞ ¼ hΨjAμðt − iβðxÞ=2; xÞ: ð3Þ

Combining these relationships (and using the fact that Aμ

and ~A†
μ commute) gives the KMS condition,

hΨjAμðt;xÞAνðt0;x0ÞjΨi¼hΨjAνðt0;x0ÞAμðtþ iβðxÞ;xÞjΨi:
ð4Þ

These relationships characterize the thermal nature of the
Hartle-Hawking state. They are valid up to gauge trans-
formations. We have followed the conventions of [41].

B. Unentangling regions I and II

Consider two-point correlations between regions I and II
in the Hartle-Hawking vacuum (see Fig. 1). Our goal is to
show that they vanish in the extremal limit β → ∞. Spatial
variables are suppressed throughout this section.
The causal Green’s function is defined by [32,41]

hΨjT ~A†
μðtÞAνðt0ÞjΨi ¼ θðt − t0ÞhΨj ~A†

μðtÞAνðt0ÞjΨi
þ θðt0 − tÞhΨjAνðt0Þ ~A†

μðtÞjΨi

¼ i
2π

Z
∞

−∞
dp0e−ip0ðt−t0ÞGμνðp0Þ: ð5Þ

Applying the shift conditions (2) and (3) gives

hΨjT ~A†
μðtÞAνðt0ÞjΨi¼θðt− t0ÞhΨjAμðt− iβ=2ÞAνðt0ÞjΨi

þθðt0− tÞhΨjAνðt0ÞAμðtþ iβ=2ÞjΨi:
ð6Þ

The KMS relation (4) gives

III

IV

III

FIG. 1. A bifurcate Killing horizon, H ¼ H−∪Hþ, divides
spacetime into four regions. For example, for a Schwarzschild
black hole, regions I and II are the right and left exterior regions,
region III is the black hole interior, and region IV is the white hole
interior.
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hΨjT ~A†
μðtÞAνðt0ÞjΨi¼θðt− t0ÞhΨjAμðt− iβ=2ÞAνðt0ÞjΨi

þθðt0− tÞhΨjAμðt− iβ=2ÞAνðt0ÞjΨi:
ð7Þ

The two terms on the rhs are the same up to factors of θ.
So we have simply

hΨjT ~A†
μðtÞAνðt0ÞjΨi ¼ hΨjAμðt − iβ=2ÞAνðt0ÞjΨi: ð8Þ

Now introduce the Fourier representation

hΨjAμðtÞAνðt0ÞjΨi ¼ 1

2π

Z
∞

−∞
dp0e−ip0ðt−t0ÞIμνðp0Þ: ð9Þ

Plugging into the previous equation gives

hΨjT ~A†
μðtÞAνðt0ÞjΨi ¼ 1

2π

Z
∞

−∞
dp0e−ip0ðt−t0Þe−βp0=2Iμνðp0Þ:

ð10Þ

Comparing with (5) gives

Gμνðp0Þ ¼ ie−βp0=2Iμνðp0Þ: ð11Þ

For physically realistic Iμν, we may restrict attention to
finite p0 > 0. The extremal limit β → ∞ of (11), together
with (5), then gives

hΨjT ~A†
μðtÞAνðt0ÞjΨi ¼ Gμνðp0Þ ¼ 0: ð12Þ

In other words, correlations between regions I and II vanish
in the extremal limit β → ∞, as claimed. Wewill now argue
that this causes the black hole Meissner effect.

C. Black hole Meissner effect

Restoring spatial variables, we have that as β → ∞,

hΨjT ~A†
μðt; xÞAνðt0; x0ÞjΨi → 0: ð13Þ

Now take the limit in which the point in region II approaches
the horizon. A stationary observer at the horizon perceives
β ¼ 0, so ~A†

μ and Aμ match at the horizon by (2)–(3). We
therefore conclude from (13) that correlations in region I
between points on the horizon and points not on the horizon
vanish in the extremal limit. In other words,

hΨjTAμðt; xþÞAνðt0; x0ÞjΨi → 0; ð14Þ

where xþ is on the horizon and x0 is not on the horizon. We
will nowargue that this causes theblackholeMeissner effect.
Consider a stationary, localized distribution of charges

and currents, jμ, in region I. The vector potential sourced by
the current is

AμðxÞ ¼
Z

d3x0Δμνðx; x0Þjνðx0Þ; ð15Þ

where Δμνðx; x0Þ is the Green’s function for Maxwell’s
equations. The time dependence has dropped out because
everything is stationary. The Green’s function for Maxwell’s
equations is the same as the two-point function of a free
Maxwell field. Assume the current is sufficiently weak that it
does not backreact significantly on the metric, so the two-
point function may be evaluated in the Hartle-Hawking
vacuum.
Now take the extremal limit. Equations (14) and (15)

imply that the vector potential vanishes on the horizon:

AμðxþÞ → 0; ð16Þ

up to gauge transformations. The magnetic flux threading a
patch, Σ, of the horizon is

Z
Σ
dA ¼

Z
∂Σ

A ¼ 0; ð17Þ

by Stokes’ theorem. So the flux of the field through any
patch of the horizon vanishes in the extremal limit. This is
the Meissner effect for magnetic fields. Modes on either
side of the horizon become unentangled as β → ∞ and it is
impossible for currents in the exterior to create flux on the
horizon.
The geometrical interpretation of the black hole

Meissner effect relies on the fact that the length of the
throat blows up in the extremal limit. This is the geomet-
rical manifestation of (14). We have derived this fact from
the KMS property of the Hartle-Hawking vacuum at low
Hawking-Unruh temperatures.
It is straightforward to extend this argument to electric

fields. In place of (14), consider the two-point function

hΨjTEiðt; xÞAμðt0; x0ÞjΨi; ð18Þ

where Ei is the electric field. The same reasoning implies
that this two-point function vanishes in the extremal limit
when x is on the horizon (and x0 is not also on the horizon).
So it is impossible for charges in the exterior to create
electric fields at the horizon. This gives the black hole
Meissner effect for electric fields.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Examples

The discussion in Sec. II applies to all extremal black
holes. In fact, it suggests a natural extension of the black
hole Meissner effect to non–black hole spacetimes.
The simplest example of a stationary spacetime with

bifurcate Killing horizon is Rindler space, the causal patch
of a uniformly accelerating observer in Minkowski space.
A Rindler observer with acceleration a perceives a thermal
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bath with inverse temperature β ¼ 2π=a. In the usual
Rindler coordinates, the separation between observer and
horizon is z ¼ 1=a. The horizon is an infinite plane.
Now consider a stationary (with respect to Rindler time)

distribution of charges and currents, jμ. Consider the
electric and magnetic fluxes threading the horizon.
Cooling the Rindler vacuum is the same as decelerating
jμ. In the limit β → ∞, the distance to the horizon,
z ¼ 1=a, is infinite and the fluxes through any finite patch
of the horizon go to zero. So the Rindler space Meissner
effect is simply a restatement of the fact that electric and
magnetic fields generated by localized sources go to zero at
infinity.
A subtlety of this example is that the total electric and

magnetic fluxes threading the Rindler horizon generally
remain nonzero because the horizon is an infinite plane.
The fluxes only vanish on finite patches of the horizon.
The next simplest example comes from turning on a

cosmological constant. In de Sitter space, even nonaccel-
erating observers perceive a thermal vacuum. The inverse
temperature is β ¼ l=2π, where l ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

3=Λ
p

is the radius of
the de Sitter horizon. In the β → ∞ limit, the radius of the
horizon blows up. Again, as in Rindler space, the electric
and magnetic fluxes through any finite patch of the horizon
drop to zero in this limit.
Finally, for completeness, suppose we instead turn on a

negative cosmological constant. In anti–de Sitter space,
there is a minimum acceleration, a ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

−Λ=3
p

, before an
observer perceives a thermal vacuum [42,43]. At this
critical acceleration, the inverse temperature is β ¼ ∞
and the distance to the Rindler horizon is infinite. So a
version of the black hole Meissner effect also exists for
Rindler observers in anti–de Sitter space.
These examples are a useful consistency check of our

formulation of the Meissner effect and they illustrate the
interplay between entanglement and geometry: sending
β → ∞ always causes the distance to the horizon to blow
up. Of course, the situation for extremal black holes is
more interesting. In black hole spacetimes it is much less
obvious why and how the distance to the horizon should
blow up and why this should cause the Meissner effect. Our
derivation of the black hole Meissner effect ties the Rindler,
(anti) de Sitter, and black hole examples together. They all
have a common origin in the entanglement of the vacuum.

B. Evading the Meissner effect

If there was no way to evade the black hole Meissner
effect, then jets from extremal black holes would be
quenched. The standard model of spin-powered jets [11]
requires magnetic fields threading the horizon [12]. The jets
are powered by magnetic torques acting on the horizon
[13,14]. There is observational evidence for near-extremal
Kerr black holes in our galaxy [44–46]. So it is important to
understand how the Meissner effect can be evaded.

Our derivation assumes a stationary distribution of
charges and currents. There are examples of nonstationary
fields which thread extremal horizons. For example, a tilted
field may thread the extremal Kerr horizon [2].
We considered charges and currents outside the horizon

and then took the β → ∞ limit. This precludes the
possibility of charges and currents sitting exactly on the
horizon, because the inverse Hawking-Unruh temperature
there is always β ¼ 0. Charges and currents sitting on the
horizon can continue to thread the horizon with flux in
the extremal limit.
Actually, in the extremal limit, the black hole develops

an infinite throat [19]. In Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, the
entire throat is at the radius of the horizon, r ¼ rþ. So
charges and currents in the throat may thread the extremal
horizon with flux.
To power jets in the usual way, the field must not only

thread the horizon, but must also extend to infinity where
it can dissipate its energy in a load region. Fields which
become radial in the throat (such as split monopoles) are
able to do this [12].

C. Gauge invariance

Given the similarities between the black hole Meissner
effect and the ordinary Meissner effect of superconductors,
it is tempting to try to find a common origin. The ordinary
Meissner effect is caused by gauge symmetry breaking.
So one might expect the black hole Meissner effect is
also related to gauge symmetry breaking. In this section we
argue that it is, but not in the same way as ordinary
superconductors.
Horizons break gauge symmetries in a certain sense

[33–36]. Suppose one treats region I of Fig. 1 as a
spacetime in its own right and quantizes the electromag-
netic field in this region. This is natural from the perspec-
tive of observers who remain outside the horizon because
no signals can reach them from the interior (at least
semiclassically). However, it creates several problems.
Charges can flow across the horizon and disappear, so
charge conservation is broken. Field lines can terminate at
the horizon, so the Gauss constraint is broken.
To fix these problems, one can endow the horizon with

fictitious surface charges and currents. Classically, these
are the surface charges and currents of the black hole
membrane paradigm [13,47]. The membrane charge den-
sities are defined as the normal components of the electric
and magnetic fields at the horizon:

σH ¼ En; ð19Þ

~σH ¼ Bn: ð20Þ

The black hole Meissner effect says σH ¼ ~σH ¼ 0 for
stationary fields in the extremal limit.
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This discussion may be rephrased by saying that the
horizon breaks gauge invariance. To see this more clearly,
consider a closed Wilson loop threading the horizon.
Restricting the loop to region I gives an open Wilson line
that begins and ends on the horizon, at points p and q, say.
Under a gauge transformation A → Aþ dϵ, the Wilson line
transforms as

exp

�
−i

Z
q

p
dxμAμ

�
→ e−ie½ϵðqÞ−ϵðpÞ� exp

�
−i

Z
q

p
dxμAμ

�
:

ð21Þ

This is invariant only if ϵðqÞ ¼ ϵðpÞ. So the theory
restricted to region I is only invariant under gauge trans-
formations which are constant on the horizon. It is in this
sense that the horizon breaks gauge invariance.
One can restore gauge invariance by introducing “edge

states” on the horizon [33–36]. (Including the edge states
is necessary if, for example, one wants to compute the
entanglement entropy between modes on either side of the
horizon.) The edge states are defined so that the full theory
of edge states and exterior states is gauge invariant. In the
classical limit, the edge states are the charges and currents
of the black hole membrane paradigm.
Now consider the extremal limit. Equation (16) says

that stationary gauge fields vanish at extremal horizons
(up to gauge transformations). So in the extremal limit,
Wilson loops threading the horizon may be restricted to
Wilson loops lying entirely in region I without ambiguity.
In this sense, extremal horizons do not break gauge
invariance for stationary fields. There is no need for edge
states, and σH ¼ ~σH ¼ 0, just as there is no need for edge
states at asymptotic infinity.
So the black hole Meissner effect is related to gauge

symmetry breaking, but the effect is the reverse of what
happens in superconductors. Fields are expelled from
superconductors because gauge invariance is broken,
but they are expelled from extremal horizons because
(in a certain sense) gauge invariance is restored.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A number of examples have been found in which
extremal black holes expel magnetic and electric fields.
We have given an overarching explanation for the phe-
nomenon, in which the black hole Meissner effect follows
directly from black hole thermodynamics. The effect is a
direct consequence of the low Hawking-Unruh temperature
behavior of thermal correlators. Modes on either side of
the horizon become unentangled at low Hawking-Unruh
temperatures, and it becomes impossible for charges and
currents in the exterior to source fields on the horizon.
Framed in this language, it is natural to extend the effect

to non–black hole spacetimes. In particular, Rindler and de
Sitter horizons also exhibit a version of the effect. Lowering
the Hawking-Unruh temperature in Rindler and de Sitter
spacetimes causes the horizons to move to infinity. Electric
and magnetic fluxes threading finite patches of the horizons
drop to zero. In these examples, the Meissner effect is
simply a restatement of the fact that fields vanish at infinity.
These examples provide useful consistency checks of our
method. They also give simplified models for understand-
ing the original Meissner effect in extremal black hole
spacetimes.
It is tempting to speculate that the black hole Meissner

effect is, in some sense, the ordinary Meissner effect of
superconductors in disguise. Indeed, as we discussed in
Sec. III C, horizons break gauge invariance in a certain
sense. However, we have argued that the role played by
gauge invariance is in some sense the reverse of the role it
plays in the ordinary Meissner effect.
Our interest in the Meissner effect was originally

motivated by the astrophysical problem of understanding
black hole jets. The Meissner effect can quench jets, so it is
important to understand what causes it and how it can be
evaded. Our explanation of the Meissner effect gives a new
way of understanding this problem.
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